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COVID CHANGED EVERYTHING.  ULTIMATE SOCIAL DISTANCING  

SOLUTION FOR PHOTOGRAPHY CLENTS 

Introducing Live Virtual Impact Photography (VIP) 

Contact: Linda Kazares, 480-353-9415, linda@LindaKazares.com 

SCOTTSDALE, AZ—Virtual Impact Photography (VIP) today launched a remote photography and 
coaching service that mirrors a professional studio photoshoot experience for headshots and per-
sonal branding. 

The VIP experience lets clients feel comfortable and safe in their own surroundings while a pro-
fessional photographer coaches them afar for the best poses, and best lighting and most effective 
setting before the photographer snaps the shutter remotely.  

“We're 'there' in person with you virtually from start to finish,“ says Linda Kazares, professional 

photographer, creative director and owner of Scottsdale, Arizona-based Virtual Impact Photogra-

phy. “Not only are we providing the ultimate safety and social distancing, we are capitalizing on 

privacy and comfort because clients feel relaxed to pose without the photographer actually in the 
room.” 

Virtual Photoshoot Video 

"My virtual photoshoot was amazingly fun and easy. The process was 
simple. I absolutely recommend doing a photoshoot this way." Daniela 
B, Tango and Fitness Coach located in Argentina 

Photos taken during a virtual photoshoot are actual live mobile camera shots in the client’s own 

environment, NOT screen shots or fake backdrops. The photoshoot is conducted in real time any-
where in the world. The shoot is managed by the photographer who guides poses, angles and 
lighting and then snaps the 'shutter' throughout the session to capture the best images. The 
process includes pre-shoot preparation, the photoshoot, digital proof sheet review, digital refining 
and final delivery of license-free digital files that the client may use freely for online use.   
        MORE  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REVIEWS 

"Doing a virtual photo shoot is a "must have" experience in this day of the 
New Normal! Even for a mid-to-low level techie like me, it only took a little 
education and prep." Julie P, Located in client's yard, Yoga Instructor Portfo-
lio   

VIRTUAL HEADSHOTS 

Virtual Headshot - "Linda is a true professional! As a "remote" virtual subject, I was a little nervous 
about how everything worked and would the photos actually turn out. I can say she handled every-
thing beautifully. Her passion for her art comes through.  I highly recommend Linda." - Pamela Ia-
covo, Executive


About Linda Kazares 
As a 30 year veteran in the technology industry and a 15 year Professional Photographer, she has 
combined her visual creativity with technology to produce virtual digital photography. Linda has 
developed and refined a technology process that mirrors a studio photoshoot experience for 
headshots and personal branding. "I am 'there' in person with you virtually from start to finish." 

Contact: Linda Kazares 
Company: ConnectedIn Media Inc. 
Address: Scottsdale AZ 
Phone: 480-353-9415 
Email: linda@LindaKazares.com 
Website: www.LindaKazares.com 
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